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Legislators continue working on fine-tuning their Land Registry system  

To date, the fact that entries in the Land Registry and the Cadastre often do not 

coincide has been a problem. Now, legislators are set to enact a new law to simplify 

communications between the two institutions. In future, a graphic representation will 

be required for recording each entry to complete the textual description. The main 

consequence of the restructuring is that this will extend the effect of good faith of 

article 38 of the Mortgage Act to include the graphic representation of the Cadastre. 

The reform lays the foundations for further legal security to protect investments in 

Spain, which has been improved since 2014. 

16/10/2015 - Immobilien & Finanzierung – Stefan Meyer & Sven H. Haumesser 
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Photos: La Provincia  

 

Canaries was hit by unusually heavy rains at the end of October  

Roads were made inaccessible and blocked by rock slides, subterranean car-parks and 

shopping centres were flooded and the Maspalomas lagoon overflowed, creating a 

direct access to the sea. Many shops and houses reported damage. 

 

The up-side: Gran Canaria has been turned into a beautifully green island with streams 

and waterfalls and reservoirs are full too. 
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30% of the approximately 140 off-shore oil rigs operating in the Gulf of Guinea have 

their maintenance and repair base in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, making it the second 

most attractive sector of the economy, after the tourist industry that is closing this 

year with a record number of visitors and excellent prospects for 2016. 

 

 

On 09/11/2015, the Canary Island Government finally approved the change in the 

route of the railway tracks planned for the area of El Veril, and thus (we hope), it has 

removed the last obstacle to building the planned “Siam Park”.  

The investment for building the park will amount to over €10m and will provide 

approximately 500 jobs during the construction phase. 

Once completed, it will be one of the best international tourist attractions, employing 

300 people. 
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Remember that the laws and 

provisions relating to the General 

Zoning Plan have not been ruled 

out.  

Before making another pronouncement on this delicate issue, one would expect 

politicians to first await the results of the elections.  

 

http://afectadosporlaleyturistica.com/quiero-ser-socio/

